In classical Iwasawa theory one considers modules over the completed group ring A=Z P [[G]] for G=Z pi and one often studies these up to quasiisomorphism, i.e., by neglecting finite G-modules. In this paper we propose some methods for the study of /(-modules up to isomorphism, which at the same time work for more general groups G (where a good structure theory in terms of quasi-isomorphisms is missing anyway). A future application we have in mind is the investigation of Galois extensions defined by torsion points of abelian varieties. Such extensions have compact padic Lie groups as Galois groups, and we show at several places that the theory works very nicely for these.
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In classical Iwasawa theory one considers modules over the completed group ring A=Z P [[G] ] for G=Z pi and one often studies these up to quasiisomorphism, i.e., by neglecting finite G-modules. In this paper we propose some methods for the study of /(-modules up to isomorphism, which at the same time work for more general groups G (where a good structure theory in terms of quasi-isomorphisms is missing anyway). A future application we have in mind is the investigation of Galois extensions defined by torsion points of abelian varieties. Such extensions have compact padic Lie groups as Galois groups, and we show at several places that the theory works very nicely for these.
A basic tool is the homotopy theory for /!-modules, recalled in § 1. It amounts to considering ^[-modules up to projective factors (which is no serious restriction in view of Krull-Schmidt theorem), and has a formalism quite analogous to the one in topology: one has a loop space functor Q, a suspension S 9 fibrations, cofibrations etc., and a certain analogue of homotopy groups in form of the /f-modules E r (M) : = Ext^(M, A). There is also an analogue of the Postnikov tower describing how a module M is "glued together" from the modules E r (M). Instead of describing this in general, we have described the first step in 1.9, and the result for G=Z p in §3: in this case a /!-module M is determined up (E 2 (M) , .C 1 (M)). We then discuss the modules E R (M) in some detail. For example, we express various properties of M-like the existence of finite submodules or the freeness of MJTOV A M-in terms of the E R (M). We also give some formulae for the E r , in terms of inverse limits often encountered in the applications.
These formulae are derived from a discussion for general G in §2, where we relate the E r to the "dualizing modules" D r (A) = Iim H r (U, A)* (the limits running over the open subgroups U of G) introduced by Tate for the study of duality theorems for profinite groups.
In the last three sections we give some applications to Galois theoretic Iwasawa modules. We start in § 4 with a general result on profinite groups <g of /7-cohomological dimension two. If is a closed normal subgroups and G = <g\y?, we show how to describe the /f-module jP/ [3P,jir) (p) In §5 this is applied to study the /1-module structure of certain abelian Galois groups over K, for a Galois extension Kfk of number fields with Galois group G. The main results are:
Theorem. If k is local, then the A-module X = Gal (MfK), M the maximal abelian pro-p-extension of K, is determined by p, K (p)-the group of p-power roots of unity in K-and a canonical class X € H 2 (G, /i fc (p)) v (where v denotes the Pontrjagin dual).
Theorem. Ifk is global, let S^{p\p} be a finite set of primes in k, let K/k be S-ramified, and let K s (resp. M s ) be the maximal (resp. maximal abelian) S-ramified pro-p-extension of K Then the A-module X s = Gal (M s JK) is determined by W s = E ^h ks/K) -where E ( 2 P) is the dualizing module of Gal (K s /k)-and a canonical class X € H\G, W s ) v .
The local theorem in particular gives a complete description of the Galois module structure of Hm m K x JK xpm for a finite Galois extension K/k and contains all previous results on this subject due to Iwasawa, Borevi£, • • • (see [Jl] for references).
In the global case we show that W s is closely related to X' = Gdil (LjK) , where UjK is the maximal unramified abelian pro-p-extension in which every prime above p is completely decomposed. For example, if k(fi p°o )QK, then we get an exact sequence 0 >*' (- is M with the new action 7-m = lfl m for T € G and m e M) we reobtain the known relations between the characteristic invariants of X s and X f (see [Wl] 7.10). The above result makes this precise up to isomorphism and shows how to extend it to arbitrary G.
In §6 we derive some exact sequences for K=k (fjt p^) , which were obtained by K. Wingberg [Wl] up to quasi-isomorphism. As corollaries we get results on the /!-torsion of X s for varying S and on the Galois structure of the 5-units. I thank Kay Wingberg for several interesting discussions and the MPI at Bonn for hospitality and financial support during the preparation of the final version of this paper. My investigations on the homotopy theory and first versions of the theorems cited above go already back to 1984, when I stayed at the Harvard University, supported by a grant from the DFG. It is perhaps not too late to thank both institutions warmly. Also, it is a pleasure to thank Ted Chinburg for stimulating discussions during that time. § 1. Homotopy of modules A homotopy theory for modules over a ring was introduced by Eckmann and Hilton [Hi] , and it was further used and developed by Auslander and Bridger [AB] , and by the author [J2] . We recall the basic definitions and results.
Let A be a noetherian ring with unit-not necessarily commutative. An example we have in mind is the completed group ring Z P [[G] ] of a padic Lie group G [La] 2.2.4. All /!-modules cons idered are assumed to be finitely generated.
Definition. A morphism f: M-+N of /!-modules is homotopic to zero, if it factorizes
/: M >P >N
through a projective module P. Two morphisms / g are homotopic (f~g), if/-g is homotopic to zero. Let [M 9 JV r ] = Horn 1 (M 9 JV)/{/~0} be the group of homotopy classes of morphisms from M to N, and let Ho(A) be the category, whose objects are (finitely generated) /{-modules and whose morphism sets are given by Hom Ho(/ , ) (M, N) = [M 9 N] , that is, the category of "/!-modules up to homotopy". 
and similarly L = P® ker g.
The following groups will become important in the sequel. Their role is similar to that of the homotopy groups in topology.
Definition. Let
be the ^-dual, and more generally, let E 1 (M) = EXVA (M, A) for /^0. If M is a left Amodule, say, these are right /(-modules by functoriality and the right Astructure of the bi-module A.
The following functors are well-defined (only) up to homotopy, i.e., as functors from Ho (A) to Ho (A).
Definition and theorem.
a) The loop space functor Mh >QM is defined as follows:
i) Choose a surjection Pii) Let QM= ker TT.
->M with P projective.
Thus, QM is characterized by an exact sequence
with P projective (i.e., QM is "the" first syzygy-module c) The transpose DM is defined as follows i) Choose P 1 -^-P 0 >M >0 exact with projectives P 1 and P 0 .
ii) Let DM= Coker (P Q + -^->P+).
In other words, DM is defined by the exact sequence Then one has D 2 = Id and DQ=ID (hence also DI=QD).
For the proofs one uses the defining properties of projectives and the facts that for a projective P the module P + is also projective and cp P : P-> P + + is an isomorphism. For example, the last facts immediately imply D 2 = Id, and the functoriality of Q is obtained by a commutative diagram
where the dotted lifting of/ exists by the projectivity of P, and Qf is the induced map. The reader should be aware of the fact that D and the E i interchange left and right /(-action. In the case of a group ring there is a natural equivalence between left and right modules, induced by the involution of the group ring given by passing to the inverses of the group elements. Equivaiently, we may in this case use the two left /(-module structures of A to give the E i (M) and hence DM left /(-module structures again, if M is a left /(-module, say. In general this is not possible, but for the theory it is not necessary either, and in the following we shall not specify, if we are talking of left or right /!-modules or if a functor interchanges left and right /!-action. This would only cause notational complications, and it will always be clear where one had to insert "left" or "right".
Recall that the projective dimension pd A (M) of a /!-module M is the inflmum over the numbers n^O such that there exists a resolution of length n
with projectives P i (with the usual convention that inf 0 = oo). 1.7 Remark. This theorem generalizes and sharpens Theorem 2.1 in [Jl] (cf. 2.5 below) and should be compared with section VII § 3 in [Kun] .
Lemma and Definition. Let T x (M) = ker <p M as above and T 1 (M)
(It is clear that E i (N) only depends on N up to homotopy for /^1).
The proof is straightforward, compare [HS] IV ex. 7.3. We are now ready to answer the following question. Suppose we know QM or IM for a /!-module M. Obviously some information on M is lost (e.g., QM ~0 Ifpd yl (M)^l); how can we recover M itself? Theorem 1.6 tells us that at least we have to invoke E 1 (M) (or, dually, T 1 (M)); the general answer is: 
iii) The adjunction map IQN-+N is homotopy equivalence.
1.12 Remark. We have worked with finitely generated modules to ensure that is again projective and that <p P is an isomorphism for projective P. We have assumed A to be noetherian to make sure that M + , QM etc. are finitely generated again. For non-noetherian A one formally obtains the same results, if one ensures that all considered modules are finitely generated. For example, D is defined for finitely presented Amodules. § 2. Group rings of profinite groups For a profinite group G define the completed group ring over Z p by
where U runs over all open normal subgroups of G.
For a closed subgroup S<> G and a discrete G-module A Tate has defined the groups
where B* = Horn (B, QlZ) for an abelian group B 9 and where the limit runs over all open subgroups U of G containing 5, with transition maps the transposes of the corestriction map ( [Si] 1-79 ff). This is contravariant in A, and if S is a normal subgroup, then D r (S, A) is a discrete G/S-module in a natural way. In particular, one has the discrete G-module
In the following assume that A is noetherian. For example, G can be a profinite ( = compact) Lie group over Q p ([La] V 2.2.4). Then a finitely generated /(-module M has a natural compact topology as a pseudo-compact module over the pseudo-compact algebra A (cf. [Br] 
The exact sequences in a) and b) follow from this, since
and the left derivatives of C n are
since projective modules are torsion-free.
In b) we also use the fact that 2.2 Remark, a) The above can be extended to the case of an arbitrary profinite group G 9 i.e., to non-noetherian A 9 as follows. Call a yl-module noetherian, if it has a resolution by finitely projective /[-modules. Py looking at such a resolution it easily follows that 2.1 a) remains true for noetherian modules M and that 2.1 b) still holds, if Tor zp (M) and M/Tor Zp (M) (and hence M) are noetherian. The other results of this section extend similarly.
b) It is easy to see that the sequence in 2.1 b) can be identified with the long exact sequence
Lemma. If U<LG is an open subgroup of G 9 then the restriction induces a functorial isomorphism of A v -modules
Proof* Since A(G) is projective as a /((L r )-Fnodule, this follows from the obvious case r=0 by looking at a free resolution of M. In this section let G = Z p , so that A = A(Z p ) is the classical Iwasawa algebra. Then G is a /?-Poincare group of cohomological dimension 1 with dualizing module E[ P) (G) = Q P /Z P (compare [Si] I 3.5 Exemples), and we can deduce several of the following results from this and the results in the previous section. Instead we have preferred to argue more directly, by using well-known facts on A, e.g., that it is a noetherian local ring with projective dimension pd (A) = I (recall that pd (/l) = sup pd A (M), where M runs over all finitely generated /!-modules). This implies that E i (M) = O = T i (M) for /^>3. We now investigate these groups for /^2; for this let T 0 (M) be the maximal finite submodule of M. We now use Theorem 1.9 to describe, how a /1-module M is determined by the above invariants. This result is valid more generally for rings A with pd (A)<L2.
Corollary. Let n = Vcd p (G) be the virtual p-cohomological dimension of G, then
Lemma. Let M be a noetherian A-modale (as always). a) T 1 (M) is the A-torsion submodule of M. b) E 1 (M) is a A-torsion module. If M is A-torsion, then E 1 (M) is the Iwasawa adjoint a(M) of M
i) E 2 (M)=O, ii) pd A (M)^l, iii) T 0 (M) = O, iv) M
Theorem. A A-module M is determined up to homotopy by
Proof. In our case M + + is projective, so from the exact Ext-sequence associated to the exact sequence
we obtain an isomorphism
If by abuse of notation we denote the image of X M under this isomorphism (which is the class of the 2-extension 1.8.1) again by X M , a) immediately follows from 1.9 a). Note that 3. shows that we may take a = (/ ++ ) _1 o^p, and for /3 the induced map.
3.5 By 1.2 c) and the Krull-Schmidt theorem for A 9 a /[-module is determined by its homotopy type and its rank. Hence by the above discussion the investigation of /!-modules up to isomorphism can be reduced to the following three types of /!-modules A) free modules, 
with the extension classes X M and the one describing the extension 0-
In the "dual picture" we have
and ^EHM) ' The three types of yl-modules are characterized by the properties
i.e., they have only one non-vanishing E I . For the categories of /(-modules given by A), B) and C) one has selfdualities given by A)
This is clear for A), while for a finite module TV we have
The duality for modules of type B) has been treated in [P-R] I 2.4, it also follows from 1.6 by restricting to modules of type B) on both sides. Of course, all three cases follow from the general duality theory for Cohen-Macaulay modules (cf. [Gr] ) or from the simple remark that canonically P T 2^P * + for a complex P T of projective /(-modules.
3.6 Remarks, a) The modules in 3.5.2 and 3.5.3 are related to the spherical filtration and approximation theorems of [AB] 2 §6, cf. also the "Postnikov tower" of M in [J2] . b) In [Jak] Jakovlev has initiated an interesting classification theory for modules of type B) in terms of cohomology. This has been continued and extended in [Ko] and [Se] .
We now show that the sets of modules in 3.5.2 and 3.5.3 are in fact the same.
Lemma, a) There is cm exact sequence
b) There are canonical isomorphisms
Proof, a): By splitting the sequence
into two short exact sequences containing B=Im ^m = MfT 1 (M) we obtain exact sequences
and hence the result-note that T 0 (EXT 1 (M))=O by 3.1 b) and that
is finite by 3.1 d).
. With a) we conclude
is of type C). The third isomorphism is clear from 3.1 d).
Corollary
From §2 we deduce the following formulae for the £ r -groups, which should be compared with [W3] and x t is the image of X i in GczA (cf. [Wl] for the case of a finite p-gvoup).
In [NQD] Nguyen-Quang-Do has (for pro-/?-groups) defined a canonical /!-module Fwhich is very useful for our purposes:
Definition. Let Y=I(^) je9
where by 4.6 a) below induces an exact sequence 0
I(&) is the augmentation ideal ofZ p [[n = A(n
Lemma (cf. [NQD] 1.7). a) There is a commutative exact diagram of A-modules
>[Y, I]-^->Ext](Y, 0^b(p)) >E\Yf.
Now by definition d maps the class of / to the class of the pull-back extension It remains to show that the identity map corresponds to Z 0 via the isomorphism 4.6 b) for V and M= El (Z p 
), via the identification DM = DEl(Z p ) = DEKl(V)) = I(V).
Looking at the diagram
with exact bottom row, one easily checks that both classes correspond to the class of the natural 
inclusion I(V)*=-> A(V) in H 2 (V, El(V)) = Kcr((I(V) + \->((A(V) d ) + \). d) has only to be shown for
are two exact sequences of /(-modules, with finitely generated projectives P and Q 9 then P = Q implies
This easily follows with the same techniques as in the proof of 1.3, together with the Krull-Schmidt theorem. On the other hand we have
Lemma, a) Let 0-+R-^>P-^>N-+0 be an exact sequence of Amodules, with P finitely generated projective, and let M be another finitely generated A-module. In the long exact Extsequence
Now it is readily checked that
and so we may identify
C t (F l I)^Hom jl (DM, 7)c Hom A (DM, A).
On the other hand the exact sequence
coming from a) and 4.1.2 shows
Putting everything together we obtain the result, the functoriality in M being clear by the existence of compatible resolutions.
c) The deflation being the canonical extension of the isomorphism to the higher homology groups, this follows immediately by going through the steps of the above construction. (Q projective), and /3 by the adjunction of Q and I. One easily checks that under the composition (from 1.9 b)) is mapped to the same class as X = X(X) (from 4.5 b)) under
[Y 9 I] = [DI, DY] = [DI, E\Y)]^[DI,
by 1.10 and thus a is an isomorphism. Ifboth E 3 (Z p ) and E 1 (I)^E 2 (Z p ) vanish (e.g., if G is virtually strict ^-Cohen-Macaulay with vcd p (G) = /?^2, 3), then I 2 Q 2 I-I and so /3 is an isomorphism, and T is an isomorphism by the exact sequence from 4.3
(I). § 5. Applications to number theory
We apply the results of the previous section to the following number theoretic situation. Fix a prime p and let A: be a finite extension of Q or Q P .
In the case of a p-adic field let Q/k be a ^-closed Galois extension, i.e., an extension which has no non-trivial /7-extension. For a global field k let S be a finite set of places containing those above /?• oo, and let Q/k be a (p, 5)-closed Galois extension, i.e., Q/k is unramified outside S (Sramified) and Q has no non-trivial S-ramified /7-extension. Let K/k be a Galois subextension and set V = GSLI (Qjk) 9 =Gal (Q/K), and G = Gal (K/k). For any field L denote by fi L (p) the group of /?-power roots of unity in L.
As in §4, we want to study the A = /i(G)-module X=.yf* b (p).
Theorem. Let k be a finite extension of Q P , n = [k: Q P ]. a) There is an isomorphism of A-modules
X=XvmA(L), L where L runs over all finite extensions Ll k, K, and A(
L) = Yim m L x /(L x Y" 1 is the p-completion of L x . b) One has cd p (V) ^2, H 2 W, Q P IZ p ) =0,
and an isomorphism of V-modules EP(V)-Zfi 0 (P).
c) V is generated by d=n + 2 elements as a profinite group. Let ^^V, JV 9 01, Y etc. be as in §4, with d=n + 2, then 
1' K^i-fiu ---^n^ -a n+1 ).
e) X is determined up to isomorphism by A K (p) and the image of
Proof a) is clear from class field theory. b) If A is a /7-torsion ^-module, then the inflation
is an isomorphism for all r^O, since cd p (Gal (k/Q))^\ for an algebraic closure k of k (same argument as in [Si] II 5.6). The first two claims thus follow from the fact that scd p (Gal (k/k)) = 2 (loc. cit. 5.3). Applying 5.1.2 to a finite extension L/k 9 L^Q 9 we get an isomorphism
with the group of p m -th roots of unity in L 9 by Tate's local duality theorem (loc. cit. 5.2). By passing to the limit over m and L we obtain the last claim.
c) This follows from [Jl] 3.1 and 3.2. Note that it suffices to prove of V (use that an inverse limit of non-empty compact sets is non-empty). By Swan's theorem (see [S3] 16.1 Corollary 2) and the projectivity of Jf*\p) it suffices to show the above isomorphism after tensoring with Q P9 which follows from [Jl] 
Examples.
a) If G is finite cyclic, then there is a commutative diagram
so the Galois module A(K) is determined by the order of the group /u K (p) Pi N xfk (K x ) 9 and one easily reobtains the results in [Ger] . b) Ifcd p (G)^l, then / is projective (cf. [Br] [Iw] Theorem 21 and Dummit [Du] , cf. also [Jl] is an isomorphism for all r^O, and this implies the claim (see [Neu] ). b) This follows, e.g., from [Jl] 3.2 b).
In the following we shall assume that cd p (^)^2and that V has finitely many topological generators. Let X 2 = Gal (L/K) and X z = GaX(UIK) where L is the maximal abelian unramified pro-/?-extension of K and U/K is the maximal subextension in which every prime above S is completely decomposed. For Kjk finite let S f (K) be the set of finite primes in K lying above S, and for $P € S j (K) let Ky be the completion of K at ^S. Then define
where A % (resp. is the /?-completion of (resp. of the group of units in K % ). Let O x (resp. O s ) be the ring of integers (resp. S-integrers) in K and set
For arbitrary K/k define the groups A 09 U p9 A 9 U 9 E and E s as the inverse limits-via the norms-of the above groups for all finite intermediate layers Lfk 9 L<LK
The next theorem extends results of Kuz'min [Kuz] , Nguyen-QuangDo [NQD] and the author [Jl] . by the same arguments as in [JW] .
Theorem. a) With the notations as above, there is a commutative exact diagram of A-modules
5.6 Remark. In this and the following sections it is convenient to give all modules the left Galois module structures. In view of the discussion in 2.7 b) this means that C v = Hom cont (C 9 Q P /Z P ) 9 Hom 2p (C 9 D) etc. have the action given by (af)(c) = af(a' l c) 9 only then Tate's sequences 5.4.2, 5.4.3 are Galois equivariant. In particular, the action on the Iwasawa adjoint E 1 (X) is the one of [W2] and different from the one in [Iw] . § 6. Some results for the cyclotomic Z p -extensions
We consider a situation as in the previous section, with k a global field and K=k(rt(p)).
Since there are only finitely many primes in K over every prime of k 9 the sequence of 5.4 d) becomes 
PZSf
The following result was proved by K. Wingberg in [W2] up to quasi-isomorphisms. In particular, Pd 1 (Z 5 )^l, and Z' s = EXEXZs)) Theorem 1.6, since (Z s ) + =0 (cf. also the statement about the self-duality for modules of type B) in §3). We conclude
Z^EXXX-l)/T 0 (XX-\)))
= EXX 3 (-1)), cf. 3.3 a), hence the first claim. The obtained sequence is functorial in S 9 hence the second claim is an obvious consequence, by the exact sequence 0 > 0 Indg p ((1)) >TXA T ) >UA S )
>0. ver\s
We finish by calculating for X s the /!-modules associated to it by the general discussion in §3. Proof. All formulae are clear from the previous discussion and the fact that X S~D Z S9 except for the claim in c). For this let k n = k(ia pn+l ) and let Cl 5 (k n ) (resp. Cl s (K)) be the 5-class group of k n (resp. K). There is a well-known commutative diagram of finite groups where cor is the corestriction, N the norm, and tr the trace of GJG n + 1 . By passing to the inverse limit over n we obtain an exact sequence of This should be compared with Iwasawa's results in [Iw] 8.3.
